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Джон Мілтон, УТРАЧЕНИЙ РАЙ, з англ. пер. Олександр Жомнір, Київ:
Видавництво Жупанського 2020, сс. 359.
John Milton, though a renowned epic poet in his lifetime and beyond, was to
become a part of Ukrainian literature much later through his translated writings:
initially via Russian-language translations (by the Ukrainian writer Petro Hulak‑Artemovskyi in 1817), later the greatest Ukrainian literatus Ivan Franko started translating Milton’s Samson Agonistes and published the full Ukrainian translation in 1913
(remaining the only one to this day). Despite the time span between the then publication and today’s reader, this translation does not sound outdated, and it can satisfactorily perform all the informative and aesthetic functions needed. Twentieth‑century
translations of Milton’s writing were neither numerous, nor scarce, but nobody managed to perform a deed for Ukrainian literature in translating Paradise Lost.
Only after 30 years of translational labour was the task completed thanks to the
talents of Oleksandr Zhomnir (1927‑2018), a native of the Rivne Region in Ukraine, an
alumnus of the Ivan Franko University (Lviv) and the Pedagogical Institute of Foreign
Languages (Kyiv), candidate of linguistics (equal to a PhD) at the Mykola Hohol
Pedagogical Institute (Nizhyn). The span of the translator’s life was dedicated to
teaching and translating, so Ukrainian readers can enjoy masterpieces by British and
American authors such as William Shakespeare, Somerset Maugham, Emily Dickinson
and John Steinbeck. The area of his academic interests was the poetical and stylistic
issues of translating Taras Shevchenko’s poetry into English. This is why his understanding of verse translation is deep and most insightful.
This is no surprise that the translator approached his task with numerous and
enormous precautions and obtained most excellent results. Milton’s text sounds like
a symphony of Baroque tonalities and associations (this is mentioned in the Translator’s Notes (p.7)). Simultaneously, it elucidates some reasons why some textual
strategies of Milton’s writings stay untranslatable for the Ukrainian lingual poetics
of today. The regained religiosity after the fall of Communism opens the door wide for
guessing and acquiring the emotional overtones of Christian associations by ordinary
Ukrainian readers.
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It is real pleasure to read the text with its abundance of combined haughty lexis and
everyday vocabulary, though in the original the highly formal style is followed in the
whole piece. Let us compare excerpts from Book 10:
Meanwhile the hainous and despightfull act
Of Satan done in Paradise, and how
Hee in the Serpent, had perverted Eve,
Her Husband shee, to taste the fatall fruit,
Was known in Heav’n; for what can scape the Eye
Of God All‑seeing, or deceave his Heart
Omniscient, who in all things wise and just,
Hinder’d not Satan to attempt the minde
Of Man, with strength entire, and free Will arm’d,
Complete to have discover’d and repulst
Whatever wiles of Foe or seeming Friend.

Про підле злодіяння Сатани –
Як той, ввійшовши серед Раю в Змія,
Звів Єву, котра спокусила мужа
Покуштувати доленосний плід, –
Дізнались Небеса, бо все відкрите
Для Божого всевидящого Ока
І серця всепроникного. Творець
Через диявольську спокусу зволив
Провести новостворених людей.
Суворо остерігши, Він їм дав
Розважний розум, вільну волю й силу
Долати вражі підступи й спокуси.

The striking inversion enables Milton to be extremely flexible and precise. Ukrainian inversion is not so impressive as an atypical gesture, but in practicing it very often,
the Ukrainians do not appreciate the true value of emotional power in inverted sentences. The lexis of the translation has absorbed a great amount of that of the Ukrainian
recension of Church Slavonic (‘муж’, ‘небеса’, ‘всевидящий’, ‘вражий’). The translated imagery correlates with images which are living in Ukrainian folklore and original poetry (e.g. the All‑Seeing Eye in Taras Shevchenko’s classical poem The Half‑Wit). The image of the ‘omniscient heart’ is rendered as an ‘all‑entering heart’, and it
is a good match to the way of speaking about the ‘eye’. The translator paid colossal
attention to the prosodic features of the original: although the Ukrainian translated line
is one or two syllables longer than the English original, the number of sounds is even
less (app. 25 sounds) than in the original (app. 28), which makes the text easier to
articulate and, thus, recite.
Religious discourse does not share a stable unified standard of verbal expression. Its
genres often intertwine with poetic text types so that it becomes difficult to claim the
typological orientation and function of a text. The following excerpt (Book 1) seems to
have been misjudged by the translator who saw the author’s poetic meditation over his
place in the world instead of the author’s prayer‑appellation to the Lord as a sign of the
sincerest piety:
What in me is dark
Illumine, what is low raise and support.

Ожить
Дозволь померлому і засіяти
Погаслому в мені.

A person’s dark sides can be wiped out by the illumination of God’s benevolence
and mercy while God’s aid is always necessary. In the translation, the text miraculously triggers the idea of resurrecting the past or some past images. Evidently, there is
more Christian hope to become a better person in the original than in the translation.
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This strategy shows how subtle some religious genres are and what delicate strategies
they can demand to be rendered to the full extent of their interpretative potential.
Mainly untranslatable has remained the ‘Royal’ English style, as Ukraine has
millennia‑old republican traditions which cherished verbal culture focusing on individual and national freedom, but neglecting the importance of the stately and social
hierarchy. Partially this is visible at the beginning of Book 2:
High on a Throne of Royal State, which far
Outshon the wealth of Ormus and of Ind,
Or where the gorgeous East with richest hand
Showrs on her Kings Barbaric Pearl and Gold,
Satan exalted sat, by merit rais’d
To that bad eminence; and from despair
Thus high uplifted beyond hope, aspires
Beyond thus high, insatiate to pursue
Vain Warr with Heav’n, and by success untaught
His proud imaginations thus displaid.
Powers and Dominions, Deities of Heav’n,
For since no deep within her gulf can hold
Immortal vigor, though opprest and fall’n,
I give not Heav’n for lost. From this descent
Celestial vertues rising, will appear
More glorious and more dread then from no fall,
And trust themselves to fear no second fate.

Високо на врочистому Престолі
У блиску срібла, злота й самоцвітів,
Що геть потьмарили б усі скарби
Країн Ормузу й Інду чи палаців,
Де осипає перлами владик
В пишноті варварській застиглий Схід, –
Сів Сатана. Піднявшись гордовито
З безодні безнадії та відчаю
В нестримнім пориванні щонайвище,
Не зрікшись боротьби проти Небес,
Зневаживши жахне падіння в Пекло, –
Він гордо мовив так: «Небесні сили!
Хоча пригнічені ми, се ім’я
За правом – наше. Бо нема тюрми,
Щоб небожителів замурувала.
Достойна доблесть вирветься відсіль
Іще славніша й неподоланна,
Ніж до Війни, і наша честь і слава
Яскравіше засяє, ніж було
Колись. Тепер нам нічого втрачать.»

The point is not only in rendering terms like ‘Royal State’ or ‘Powers and Dominions’, but even the collocations ‘exalted sat’, ‘high uplifted’, ‘displaid his proud
imaginations’ to evolve aristocratic or kingly associations. The lexeme ‘Barbaric’ may
not show the derogatory, uncivilised nature of remote lands, but stress their otherness
and non‑possession to ‘our’ realm. The Ukrainian text is more frivolous by incorporating formulaic folklore phrases (cf. “срібла, злота й самоцвітів”, “честь і слава”)
and low colloquial senses (“геть” vs. Eng. “far”). Thus, translating this literary piece
into Ukrainian, the translator contributes to the Ukrainian linguistic culture by stimulating searches for highly formal vocabulary.
However, this text is much more hero‑centered. In this aspect, it does correlate with
Milton’s view of the main conflict in Paradise Lost where the battlefield is not the
place for struggle between Evil and Good, but between the Hero and the Conditions.
England’s knightly culture is not so vivid in the original as the Ukrainian heroic
Cossack‑like poetic style in the translation. The idea of heroic deeds and hopes is
reiterated too frequently: “піднявшись гордовито з безодні безнадії та відчаю”, “не
зрікшись боротьби”, “зневаживши жахне падіння”.
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Ivan Franko used to remark that Samson Agonistes is more patriotic, than religious.
Similarly, Paradise Lost is more than a religious poem: it mirrors England’s struggle
between Republic and Monarchy in the mid‑17th century. That is why extended commentaries to this writing are so critical. They should show the informative background
now lacking among today’s readers and the emotional supremacy of the images selected.
The Ukrainian edition of Milton’s Paradise Lost contains all the necessary introductory and commenting parts and is published in a handsome edition: this is
a valuable gift both for Ukrainian readers and for Ukrainian literature itself.
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